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INTRODUCTION:

Why Donor 
Loyalty?

$5.8 billion

$5.8 billion is an enormous number.

But that number doesn’t represent 
money raised. It’s money LOST. 
That’s how much money nonprofits lost in the fiscal year  
2016-2017 by letting 5.9 million donors walk out the door.*

The question in the heading asks, “Why donor loyalty?”  
But that’s not really the question nonprofits should be asking.  
The question we should be asking is, “Why NOT donor loyalty?” 
Why are we not more focused on donor loyalty? Why, in our  
right minds, would we possibly be letting $5.8 billion walk out  
the door? 

Especially when those donors want us to keep it. When they’re 
standing in front of us with money in hand, giving us a golden  
opportunity to earn their interest and commitment for decades. 

*Figures from the 2018 Fundraising Effectiveness Report
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Humans 
   Are Wired 
 for Loyalty.

Our instinct as human beings is to find 
something we love and stick with it. 

That’s why so many people keep going back to Amazon 
or buying Apple products. That’s why when you see a 
line of taxis sitting at the airport, you're still seeing people 
standing with their phones in hand summoning an Uber. 

Humans are hardwired to be loyal to the brands we love. 

Yet, it’s not something we tend to really think about and 
focus on as nonprofits. Our industry as a whole isn’t 
emphasizing donor loyalty in even close to the same way that 
for-profit companies focus on brand and customer loyalty.

But imagine if we did. 
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What if we took the $5.8 billion 
lost due to donor attrition  
and reduced it by 2%... 

That’s $116 million that  
could have been donated.

Now imagine if we push that to 10%... That’s $580 million  
in available donations. 

And it’s not just on the macro level. Think about applying  
this same idea on a smaller scale within your organization.  

How could a 1% or 2% improvement in attrition annually lift  
your revenue? How about a 10% improvment in donor loyalty?  
What impact would that have on your bottom line?
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    It’s Time to 
  Transform the 
Way We Think 
   About Loyalty.

In the nonprofit world, we talk about stewardship 
as a tactic. But we don’t invest in it nearly as much 
as the best for-profit brands do. And why not? 

If we want to get out of the transactional short-term 
mindset, it’s time to change the way we think. 

Stewardship is more  
than a thank-you note. 
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It’s about making a clear,  
conscious, and committed  
effort to build a loyal donor 
base that is passionate,  
energized, and activated  
by your brand.

It’s making people excited and proud to not just hand over their hard-earned 
money, but to wear your logo, talk about the great work you’re doing, and  
share their passion for your mission on social networks. 

Think about thriving organizations today. They all have incredibly loyal  
donors. By making donor loyalty a cornerstone priority, you can too. 

At Pursuant, we believe it’s time to 
take a stand for donor loyalty. 

Because of the investment they’re making in your mission, your donors deserve it. 
Because of limited resources you have to raise funds, your organization deserves 
to have every dollar invested create the greatest return possible. Because of the 
countless hours you’ve invested, you deserve for your hard work to pay off by 
effectively inspiring passionate supporters to take action. 
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Defining 
Donor Loyalty
 
The good news is that more 
nonprofit organizations are 
starting to recognize the  
importance of donor loyalty. 

Organizations are comparing “inspiration vs. obligation” and seeing that 
donors whose hearts are moved to give make a greater impact than those 
giving because they feel like they have to (as if it’s a burden or debt). 

Likewise, nonprofits are weighing the value of “transactional vs. relational” 
donors. What they are coming around to is the simple-but-powerful idea  
that the fruits of developing long-term meaningful relationships outweigh  
the labors of working tirelessly for short-term giving.

Some organizations even have a stewardship department — making sure  
donors feel appreciated for their gifts. This helps donors forge real connec-
tions with the organization and increases the likelihood they’ll give again.

While these ideas and actions are moving the needle on donor loyalty,  
the needle still has a lot further to go.
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Donor Loyalty  
    Isn’t a Tactic, it’s  
 a Paradigm Shift. 
 
If you want to create a thriving organization —  
one that is truly known for transforming our world 
— donor loyalty needs to become the engine that 
drives your development efforts moving forward.

It needs to be the heartbeat of your organization, pumping life and  
energy into everything you do. It’s a shift...

FROM: How do we generate the most short-term ROI of a campaign?  
TO:  How do we cultivate the greatest lifetime value of our donors?  

FROM: How can we acquire the most new donors with the least amount of money?  
To: Who can we acquire that is likely to become a long-term supporter? 

FROM: How do we upgrade a donor to a major gift?  
To: How do we become their philanthropic priority? 
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INTENTIONAL STEWARDSHIP  
WITH A LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE 
Your primary goal should be to make donors 
feel connected  to your organization and  
cared for throughout their experience.

STRATEGIC INVESTMENT ON  
MAXIMIZING RECURRING GIVING 
This does not mean just focusing on monthly 
giving, but also ensuring your donors across 
segments are giving on a regular basis. 

Centering on donor loyalty requires a commitment to...

SEGMENTING DONORS BASED  
ON MOTIVATIONS AND PASSIONS  
As best you possibly can, you want to create  
different donor segments and provide them  
with unique and individualized experiences.

CONSTANT CONSIDERATION  
OF THE DONOR JOURNEY 
You want to put yourself in the donors’ shoes at  
every touchpoint and help guide them forward so the 
journey is a fulfilling and a constantly evolving one.
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How Do You Measure  
Donor Loyalty? 

At Pursuant, we believe the best way to define 
donor loyalty is to connect it to something that 
can be measured. While “donor loyalty” can feel 
a little ambiguous, we’ve found that the best way 
to measure it is by looking at two key metrics: 
lifetime donor value and retention rates. 

You can do this both on an overall level and for 
individual donor segments. The key is committing 
to continually measuring and working to improve 
these metrics over time. 

So where do you start?

The best place to begin is by establishing a baseline for these metrics. 
To track your progress and see how far you’re moving the needle, you 
need to know your starting point. 

If you don’t know your current lifetime donor value and retention rates, 
you can use Pursuant’s Donor Loyalty Benchmarking Study to find 
your baseline. 

This resource will also help you get started measuring, valuing, and 
understanding how different tactics impact donor loyalty. 

Learn more about Pursuant’s Donor Loyalty Benchmarking Study: 
pursuant.com/LoyaltyBenchmark
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Taking a Stand
 
Investing in Donor Loyalty 
Isn’t an Option Anymore

The number of transactions we 
make is at an all-time high (which 
you probably know from looking at 
your bank account or credit card 
statement). 

The internet has made it easy to do 
these things. We can search for a 
product, find a store that has it at 
the cheapest price, and click “buy”. 
Or we can make a quick donation 

to a charity based on a link someone sends us 
on Facebook.

Transacting has become simpler than ever. The 
result? We have a lot more transactions with a 
lot more organizations. The other result? We 
only have a “connection” with a few brands that 
create an experience that stands out.  

TRANSACTION: an exchange or transfer of goods, services, or funds.
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Unfortunately this is as true for nonprofits as it is for retailers. 

Many people give money to a charity without establishing even the 
smallest bit of connection to the organization. They’re just making 
a transaction. They’re exchanging funds without getting to know 
the brand, mission, or meaning.

This trend in giving hasn’t just influenced donors either. It’s actually 
knocked the whole perspective of the nonprofit industry off course.

Rather than seeking meaningful relationships, nonprofits have  
begun chasing transactions. We acquire donors, donors disappear. 
So we seek to acquire more donors. And the cycle repeats itself 
over and over again.

Somehow the goal has become 
more transactions instead of 
more lasting relationships. 

It’s time to break that cycle. 

It’s time to take a stand  
for donor loyalty. 
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 What Does it Mean  
    to Take a Stand  
for Donor Loyalty?

Taking a stand for donor loyalty means….

RETHINKING THE WAY WE STEWARD OUR DONORS 
Organizations are missing the boat when we use digital only for acquisition. Digital is also a great 
stewardship tool, providing a cost-effective and accessible way to build and maintain connections 
with donors. Take Netflix for example. Netflix sends customers a digital piece a week just to keep them 
engaged. What if for every one acquisition ask, you provided three stewardship touches via digital?

RESISTING THE IMMEDIATE ROI TACTICS THAT CREATE “TRANSACTIONAL” RELATIONSHIPS 
Breaking the old way of thinking that encourages short-term gains over long-term gains can be  
incredibly difficult, but it’s absolutely necessary. With every donor touchpoint, put yourself in the  
donor’s shoes and ask: Do I feel informed or do I feel like I’m being sold to? This is the way the  
donor thinks. Stewardship is all about making the donor feel supported versus feeling upsold. 

ADDRESSING THE ORGANIZATIONAL SILOS THAT DAMAGE THE DONOR EXPERIENCE  
Working across departments is essential for creating an integrated donor experience. 
Too often teams develop separate experiences (marketing does this, fundraising does 
that, etc.) and as a result the donor is provided a fragmented experience. Make sure your 
teams are working together to give donors a consistent, streamlined experience. 
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  Reaping the  
Rewards of Stronger    
    Donor Loyalty

Taking a stand for donor loyalty isn’t 
just a “nice philosophy.” It actually does 
something. It results in…

HIGHER RETENTION AND INCREASED  
LIFETIME VALUE  
These are the ultimate measures of donor loyalty. In 

the short term, what if you could improve retention 

rates by just 5% next year? How much more revenue 

would that bring in? In the long term, what kind of 

sustainable impact could you make by increasing the 

lifetime value of your multi-year donors by 10%?

GREATER ROI ON OUR FUNDRAISING BUDGET 
In the end, it’s cheaper to upgrade and retain a donor 

than to acquire a new one. It improves your cost to 

raise a dollar. This is something the for-profit world 

has known for decades! Forbes recently reported that 

it can cost businesses five times more to attract a 

new client than it does to retain an existing one and, 

according to research study by Frederick Reichheld of 

Bain & Company, increasing customer retention rates 

by 5% can increase profits from 25% to 95%.

 

BIGGER WALLET SHARE FROM  
YOUR MOST PASSIONATE DONORS 
Not only do donors deserve our best effort, but when 

we are intentional about the way we engage them 

they will give more. Inspiring donors to be more 

connected to your organization, your brand and your 

cause, will lead those donors to follow their hearts 

with their dollars. 

A CLEARER APPROACH FOR  
ACHIEVING YOUR GOALS  
Let’s be honest for a second: Solving the acquisition 

problem is really hard. There’s so much noise involved 

in trying to reach new donors. This is a more sustain-

able funding model. It’s easier to keep interested do-

nors on board and build up existing relationships than 

it is to draw in new donors. 
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So What? 
Now What?

We know from the for-profit world that  
there’s a better way of doing things. 

Smart brands build loyal followings that drive their efforts onward  
and outward, while simultaneously removing many of the hurdles  
that keep other organizations from taking big strides forward. 

Your nonprofit deserves 
to take the best of the 
for-profit world and make 
it your own. Your donors 
deserve it too. 
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Your donors deserve the best experience available. One that will 
enrich their lives, strengthen their connection to your organization, 
and make them lifelong champions of your cause. 

We’ve settled for long enough. We’ve accepted retention rates as 
the norm. But why? We all know that improving retention provides 
greater ROI and yet we think acquiring more donors is the only 
answer. WHY?

Donor loyalty is essential to helping organizations get unstuck from 
the short-term mindset and “churn and burn” strategies so they 
can begin progressing in ways they never thought possible. 

And getting started doesn’t have to be complicated. 

Our tendency is to get overly complicated by thinking that 
loyalty is ambiguous or sounds “too big”. It’s easy to say, 
“you can’t measure loyalty unless you’re focusing on all 
these factors.” But the easiest way to make donor loyalty 
tangible is keep it simple. 

Start first with  
your donors. 
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A Few Simple Ways  
  to Get Started

Ultimately, making a commitment to donor loyalty 
is a mindset. It requires a commitment to creating 
better experiences by learning as much as you can 
about your donors and engaging them based on that 
information. 

In many ways, it means challenging the way things 
have always been done. 

Here’s how you can start doing that...

1. WORK TO IDENTIFY THE DONORS  
SEGMENTS THAT ARE MOST PASSIONATE 
ABOUT YOUR MISSION 
This is about more than capacity. It’s about  
their passion for your cause and motivations  
for supporting your mission. 

It’s important to know who’s investing in your 
mission versus who’s simply transacting with 
you (in addition to their demographics, interests, 
values, what revenue sources they tend to give 
to, etc.). 

This allows you to identify which program you 
need to drill down into and which segment you 
need to focus on first. It also helps you to learn 
how the segments are different and how they 
engage differently.

 

2. LOOK FOR SCALABLE WAYS TO  
CREATE “HIGH-TOUCH” EXPERIENCES  
WITH THESE DONORS 
High-touch experiences are defined by  
increased personal interactions with donors 
versus low-touch experiences where interaction 
is minimal or transactional.

There’s something about high-touch experiences  
that lead to increased loyalty, with donors 
feeling a greater sense of community and 
connection to the mission. Think about child 
sponsorships or attending church as examples 
of experiences where participants are immersed 
and involved in the interaction. 

Ask: How can we make our donors feel an  
experience with us so they are actually  
receiving some benefit for the gift they’re  
giving that would lead to greater loyalty?   
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3. START EVALUATING THE SUCCESS OF YOUR PROGRAMS BASED ON DONOR LOYALTY 
If we are committed to donor loyalty, and improving lifetime value and retention, it requires 
 thinking differently about how we measure the success of our campaigns and programs. 

Start by identifying the benchmarks around lifetime value and retention, and how much  
it’s costing you to meet those numbers. Then ask:

• What strategies are high cost, but low lifetime value and retention  
(events, for example)?

• Are there other benefits for those tactics that we’re not accounting for  
(brand awareness, etc.)? 

If not, you can start looking at the strategy to really ask if you’re doing everything you can in 
those areas to improve lifetime value and retention. These metrics help you understand where 
you can shine the light and improve your programs. 

4. TAKE A STAND FOR IMPROVING RETENTION AND INCREASING LIFETIME VALUE  
By improving your retention rates and increasing the lifetime value of your donors over 
time, you will move the needle on boosting your donor loyalty. 

LIFETIME VALUE  
There are a dozen different ways you can poten-
tially measure lifetime value. After working with a 
cohort of leading philanthropic organizations, we 
found the simplest way to measure lifetime value 
that can impact revenue is to focus on donors.

• Here is a simple formula you can use to  
analyze your events, direct response, etc. 
 
Lifespan (# of years that group is on file) x 
Number of Gifts (they make in a year) x  
Frequency of Those Gifts. 

RETENTION 
Retention can be measured in a hundred  
different ways or groupings. You can look  
at your entire donor file, within different  
giving levels, or by how long individuals  
have been donors. It doesn’t matter where  
you get started so much as it does just  
committing to measure your retention rate  
in some way and seeking to improve it.  
There’s a lot you can learn from paying  
attention to retention when it comes 
to loyalty. 
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Loyalty 
Isn’t Given.

It’s earned over time by  
showing people you have  
their best interests at heart.

In the nonprofit world, our donors are our 
most valuable asset. They are the lifeforce 
that fuels our existence and enables us to 
move our missions forward.

By committing to provide your donors the 
exceptional experiences they deserve, and 
guiding them more closely through the 
journey, they will reward you with some-
thing priceless: their loyalty.

While they could choose to make other 
organizations a top priority or put their 
hard-earned money to use elsewhere, they 

won’t because your organization is  
where their heart is.

That kind of loyalty is incredibly power-
ful—providing nonprofits stability, focus 
and confidence. It also sets the table for 
unprecedented progress. 

When spread out on a wide enough scale, 
donor loyalty enables nonprofits to do 
some truly amazing things. Things they 
never thought they’d be able to do. 

We know because we’ve seen it happen. 
And it can happen for your organization 
too. Take a stand for donor loyalty today 
and lay the groundwork for the tomorrow 
you believe is possible. 
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About Pursuant

Pursuant exists to help you find new and 
better ways to fund your mission. We 
can help you understand why donors 
are giving so that you can engage them 
in a way that increases their loyalty, 
commitment, and lifetime value.

Connect with Pursuant  
today to learn more.

Learn more about Pursuant’s fundraising 
services and how we can help you drive 
donor loyalty by unifying data, strategy, 
and storytelling: pursuant.com/solutions

Learn how Pursuant Insights can help you 
identify what motivates your donors to 
support your mission and unlock actionable 
insights about how to cultivate them. 

Check out our entire list of fundraising  
resources for more content papers,  
fundraising tools, and webinars. 

Connect with us on  
Twitter | LinkedIn | Facebook

Subscribe to Go Beyond, our 
podcast featuring valuable 
insights and best practices 
around today’s most important 
fundraising topics. Subscribe 
on your favorite podcast  
player: iTunes, Google Play, 
SoundCloud and Stitcher. 

Call us at 214.866.7700 or 
email us at info@pursuant.com










